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Regardless of whether your region's winters are perpetually chilly or pleasantly moderate, gardening

can pose a lot of difficulties, but it can also provide opportunities. Whether you are planning for your

summer or spring planting, are looking to grow fresh herbs and vegetables, or simply want to keep

your favorite plants alive during the colder months, winter gardening provides a lot more options

than you probably ever realized. Winter is also the best time to stock up on gardening supplies, as

most gardening centers usually offer great discounts to boost their winter sales. There is no reason

for you not to keep your thumb green throughout the entire year. A lot of gardeners just hang up

their gardening tools for the winter and wait until the weather becomes warmer, but this should not

be the case. Depending on your local weather, gardening during the winter may simply be less than

the ideal, or you may be working with frozen soil, which can remain rock solid for several months.

Regardless of the situation, winter offers any ambitious gardener an opportunity to explore many

options that may not be available during the warmer seasons. Do you wish to change or add to the

focus of your garden? A lot of plants can actually grow when grown together with a certain

decorative plant, fruit, or vegetable. Download now to get your next set of gardening ideas from our

examples. Enjoy a year-round garden from your own home, no matter where you might be or what

weather you might be up against!
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My wife and I started gardening a few years ago and hadnâ€™t even heard of â€œwinter

gardeningâ€• until one of our friends mentioned getting ready for it one night. I never realized some

of the things you can still do during the colder season to both prepare for the spring and continue

doing. The book itself was well written, concise and focused on the facts without too much fluff. Just

my kind of book.

Great book. I have been gardening for years but never considered winter gardening. This book has

some great suggestions on how to save money on garden supplies and improve your equipment

and yard structures.It details what plants can be grown in which climate zones and what the specific

needs are for each plant. I found the chapter on soil types, testing the PH and how to correct any

problems with unbalanced soil very useful.This book has motivated me to get out in my yard and try

some experimental winter gardening this year.

I REALLY enjoyed this gardening eBook. :-) What a fascinating (and for me) rather unique idea, to

actually extend gardening time to also include the winter months.As a novice gardener, I don't know

all that much about any kind of gardening but i certainly enjoying reading and finding out more info.

to use when I once again have my own garden, which should definitely be a reality by next year. ;-)

In the meantime, I love to read gardening eBooks that are easy to understand and provide info. that

I know I could personally put to use, without a lot of outside help or hassle. This eBook meets those

criteria in a big way!And if you are someone who IS a seasoned gardener, I'm guessing you will

enjoy this book too.It really was fascinating to read all the plants that do thrive in colder weather and

all the activities that gardeners can still enjoy during the winter months...who knew? I didn't! ;-)I'm

definitely going to be keeping this one on my Kindle for future reference.Only one thing that could be

improved would be adding links in the table of contents instead of just a list of chapters at the

beginning of the book. The author may want to consider adding this. I write my own eBooks and it's

not all that hard to do but certainly adds to the enjoyment and professional presentation of any type

of Kindle book.Highly recommended!Geraldine Helen Hartman author of: Laughing AT the Grim

Reaper! Gems of Wisdom for Aging Well and The Groovy Green Kitchen: Weeknight Veggie Slow

Cooker

WOW! where do I begin. I never knew the preparation required to keep the garden in excellent

shape for the upcoming winter season. It walks with you step by step what is required. Very specific

and it also tells you vegetables of what you can grow in the off season. I took from this book so



much valuable techniques and knowledge.

I like this book because of form practices and simple you mentioned the types of plants that grow

during the winter season, and tips for dealing with the various challenges of the season. I also like

telling you that tools and supplements will be needed.Here winter is seen as an opportunity to

equally enjoy a beautiful garden. I loved it.disclaimer: i am a professional product tester, a free

products was sent to me at no cost, for reviewing and testing purposes.all my opinions are

completely unbiased and honest.

I've just started gardening and gardening in summer alone is enough trouble however when winter

comes it is a lot more harder and thanks to this book I will hopefully be prepared for next winter. It is

very clear and concise, it doesn't overload you with information nor does it underload you, as a

newbie at gardening this book is really helping me and it tells you how to do certain things and why

you should so you actually understand something.I think anyone can read this book and walk away

with something new and for that reason I am giving it a full 5 stars.

Winter Gardening for Beginners 2nd Edition: The Ultimate Guide to Planning, Planting & Growing

Your Winter Flowers and Vegetables (Companion Gardening, ... Gardening, Gardening, Raised Bed

Gardening)So many helpful suggestions when it comes to the crops in the garden, but also flowers

and trees.Love categories of what can withstand the colder weather. Other works by the author are

highlighted at the end.

Gardening in the winter can be more then just harsh, it can be downright deppressing when your

plants suffer frostbite or the like an end up dying before spring or even make it through winter. But

since getting into this guide, I've yet to even see my plants wilt or even shrivel a little. It's all about

how you setup your environment. An thanks to learning that first mistake, I've been seing gains

constantly.
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